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mind and his way of living to these vast demands and become
Homo sapiens indeed, before utter disaster overwhelms him.
Can he ? And will he ? He is much more likely to give way to
storms of taboo terrorism, to mutilate and prostrate himself,
to seek to propitiate the offended fetishes by violent persecu-
tions, to revert to inquisitions and witch smellings. . . .
At this point the Censor intervenes and objects that if
this goes on, our story will cease to be a specific monograph
upon Edward Albert Tewler and will become a general
dissertation upon human life, which is precisely, says the
Censor, what I undertook to avoid. I would dispute that, were
I not afraid that the reader would take sides with the Censor,
In the Introduction. . . .
But there is no need to wrangle. What I have said I have
said. I will revert now to our " specimen " of Homo Tewler
var, Angticanus and tell how he lived into the opening phase of
our world catastrophe and what he said and did then. I will
do my utmost henceforth to stick still more closely to the
record of his individual acts and experiences.
Yet I must admit here that I join with Mrs Richard Tewler
in deploring the inaudibility of Mrs Humbelay. If only \vc
could have heard those lost trailers of hers, we might have
benefited greatly from her unlimited store of obscure and
occasionally, what many people might be disposed to consider,
obscene wisdom. I could have quoted her and that would
have been indisputable story-telling. . . .
It has to be recorded then that Edward Albert never in the
whole course of his life really loved or felt honest, generous
friendship for any human being such as the codes of our literary
tradition require.  That demands an amount of deliberate
mental synthesis of which his early education and upbringing
had already rendered him incapable. How he worked out his
own conception of an acceptable religious life has been told.
He^ became a moderate Christian after the fashion of the
majority of his fellow-countrymen, occasionally he went to
church, some Anglican church, but he rarely did so unless
there was nowhere else to go or he had some personal

